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In [8, 9], Zarhin introduced the notion of varieties of K3-type in even dimension
over finite fields. Zarhin showed that ordinary abelian surfaces, ordinary K3 surfaces,
and ordinary cubic fourfolds are examples of such varieties. As Zarhin already
points out, it is easy to extend his method to define motives of K3-type. In this
note, we extend Zarhin’s work by giving this definition and then finding and studying
a large number of examples of such motives.
Our examples are Fermat motives, i.e., they arise from the Fermat variety
X: X m0 +X
m
1 + } } } +X
m
n+1=0/P
n
of degree m and dimension n=2d. Such motives of K3-type need not be ordinary;
on the other hand, they are never supersingular (essentially by definitionsee [1],
Chapter 3). Hence, our K3-type motives give rise to transcendental cycles. We show
that being of K3-type is (resp. is not) hereditary with respect to the type I inductive
structure (resp. the type II inductive structure) of Fermat motives. When the degree
m tends to infinity, the type I inductive structure gives rise to infinitely many
Fermat motives of K3-type (see Remark (3.9)). Following a suggestion of Zarhin,
we also consider powers of Fermat motives of K3-type. Powers of motives of
K3-type are no longer of K3-type, and hence they can give rise to classes of
algebraic cycles. Thus, it is of interest to establish the validity of Tate’s conjecture
for powers of Fermat motives of K3-type. This is done in the Section 4, extending
Theorem (6.1) of Zarhin [10]. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the Brauer numbers
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of Fermat motives of K3-type, especially, of even composite degree m. This is an
attempt to extend the results about Brauer numbers of Fermat motives (of prime
or odd prime power degree) in Gouve^a and Yui [1, 2], Miki [4], Shoida [5], and
Yui [7]. Throughout, we retain Zarhin’s assumptions that the dimension n is even
and that we are working over a finite field.  1998 Academic Press
1. POLYNOMIALS AND VARIETIES OF K3-TYPE
Let k=Fq be a finite field of q elements of characteristic p, and let k be
an algebraic closure of k. Let G(k) denote the Galois group Gal(k k), and
let .k # G(k) be the geometric Frobenius endomorphism.
We shall first recall the definition of q-admissible polynomials of K3-type
from Zarhin [8, 9].
(1.1) Definition. A polynomial P(t) # 1+tZ[1q][t] is called a
q-admissible polynomial if all (complex) reciprocal roots of P(t) have
absolute value 1.
(1.2) Example. Let Y be a smooth projective variety of dimension 2d
defined over k, and let Y :=Y_k . Let l be a prime different from p.
Consider the twisted l-adic representation
\Y, 2d[d]: G(k)  Aut(H 2d (Y , Q l)(d )).
Then the characteristic polynomial
PY, [d](t) :=det(1&t\Y, 2d[d](.k); H 2d (Y , Q l)(d ))
of the image \Y, 2d[d](.k) is a q-admissible polynomial.
(1.3) Definition. Let & be a p-adic valuation of Q p normalised by &(q)=1.
A q-admissible polynomial P(t) is said to be of K3-type if there is a non-zero
rational number cp such that the Newton polygon of P(t) has (normalised)
slopes [&cp , cp] or [&cp , 0, cp] with respect to the p-adic valuation &,
and in both cases
lengthp(cp)=lengthp(&cp)=1.
A smooth projective variety Y of dimension 2d over k is said to be of
K3-type if PY, [d](t) is of K3 type (see Zarhin [8, 9]).
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2. FERMAT MOTIVES
We assume that the Fermat variety X is defined over k=Fq . The relevant
references on Fermat motives are Shioda [5], and Gouve^a and Yui [1].
We shall briefly recall the definition and properties of Fermat motives
which are needed for the subsequent discussions. We fix a multiplicative
character / of k of exact order m by choosing a generator z of k_ and
defining
/: k_=(z)  +m by /(z)=e2?im :=‘.
Let 2 denote the image of the diagonal inclusion +m /+n+2m , and let
G=Gmn :=+
n+2
m 2=[g=(‘0 , ‘1 , ..., ‘n+1) # +
n+2
m ]2
and let G be its character group. Note that G is a subgroup of Aut(X). Let
L=Q(e2?im)=Q(‘) be the m-th cyclotomic field over Q. Then G can be
identified with the set
G &{a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1) } ai # ZmZ, :
n+1
i=0
ai #0 (mod m)=
under the pairing
G _G  L: (a, g)  a(g)= ‘
n+1
i=0
‘aii .
Let Amn be a subset of G defined by
Amn =[a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1) # G | ai#3 0 (mod m) for every i].
To each character a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1) # Amn , we will associate several
objects. First, we define the length of a to be &a&=n+1j=0 (aj m)&1,
where (x) =x&[x] is the fractional part of x # R. Note that the condition
n+1i=0 ai #0 (mod m) implies that &a& takes an integer value between 0
and n.
Now let G=Gal(LQ); as usual, we identify G with (ZmZ)_. Let
H=[ pi mod m | 0i< f ] be the decomposition group of a prime ideal p
in L lying above p, with NormLQ(p)= p f. Let GH=[s1 , s2 , ..., st], so that
f } t=.(m) (where . is the Euler function). Then we define a function
AH(a)= :
pi mod m # H
&pia&=&a&+&pa&+ } } } &p f &1a&.
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Finally, we define an element in the integral group ring of G,
|(a)= :
t
i=1
AH(s ia) } s i # Z[G].
(2.1) Definition (Cf. Weil [6].) The Jacobi sum of dimension n and of
degree m (relative to q and /) associated to a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1) # G is
j(a)=(&1)n : /(v1)a1 /(v2)a2 } } } /(vn+1)an+1
where the sum is taken over all (n+1)-tuples (v1 , v2 , ..., vn+1) # (k_)n+1
subject to the linear relation 1+v1+ } } } +vn+1=0.
The properties of Jacobi sums which are relevant to our discussion are
collected in the following proposition.
(2.2) Proposition. Let j(a) be a Jacobi sum of dimension n and of
degree m. Then j(a) has the following properties:
(a) j(a) is an algebraic integer in L: more precisely, if gcd(a, m)
=d1, then j(a) is an algebraic integer in Q(‘d) E L. With respect to any
complex embedding, j(a) has the absolute value | j(a)|=qn2 (the Riemann
Hypothesis).
(b) As above, let G=Gal(LQ)=[_t | _t(‘)=‘t with t mod m]$
[t mod m | (t, m)=1]. Then G acts on j(a) by j(a)_t= j(ta), where of course
ta # Amn . In other words, G acts on j(a) via its natural action on A
m
n .
(c) Let p/L=Q(‘) be any prime ideal lying above p. As an ideal in L,
( j(a)) has the prime ideal decomposition ( j(a))=p|(a), where |(a) # Z[G] is
the element defined above.
(d) The zeta-function of X has the form
Z(X, t)=Q(X, t)(&1) n+1 ‘
n
i=0
(l&q it)&1
where Q(X, t) # 1+tZ[t], and over L=Q(‘), it factors as,
Q(X, t)= ‘
a # An
m
(1& j(a) t).
Proof. See Gouve^a and Yui [1]. K
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(2.3) Proposition. Assume that n=2d. Then (1&t) Q(X, tqd) coincides
with the characteristic polynomial
PX, [d](t)=det(1&t\X, 2d[d](.k); H 2d (X , Q l)(d ))
Consequently, Q(X, tqd) is a q-admissible polynomial.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition (2.2)(a) and (d).
The polynomial Q(X, t) has degree *Amn (essentially the n th Betti
number), which is in general a very large number. However, one sees easily
that it factors over Z: in fact, is a product of (not necessarily irreducible)
factors of degree at most .(m).
(2.4) Definition. For any a # G , let
pa=
1
*G
:
g # G
a(g)&1 g=
1
mn+1
:
g # G
a(g)&1g # Z _ 1m , ‘& [G].
Recall that (ZmZ)_ acts on G by multiplication by t on each component of
a modulo m, and that this action is related to the Galois action on the Jacobi
sum corresponding to a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1). This suggests we consider the
(ZmZ)_-orbit of a, denoted A=[a]. (Note that the length of the
(ZmZ)_-orbit A is at most .(m).) Let
pA= :
a # A
pa # Z[1m][G].
Then it is easily seen that pa and pA are idempotents, i.e.,
pa } pb={ pa0
if a=b
otherwise
and similarly, for A=[a] and B=[b],
pA } pB={ pA0
if A=B
otherwise
and that
:
a # G
pa= :
A # O(G )
pA=1.
Here O(G ) denotes the set of (ZmZ)_-orbits in G . Identifying g # G/
Aut(X) with its graph 1g we see that pA # End(X )Z[1m] may be regarded
as an algebraic cycle on (X_X)k with coefficients in Z[1m]. Therefore, the
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pair (X, pA) :=MA defines a motive over k, corresponding to the (ZmZ)_-orbit
of A in G . MA may be called a Fermat motive of dimension n and of degree
m corresponding to A=[a]. (See Shioda [5].)
(2.5) The motivic decomposition. The orthogonal decomposition of the
projectors A # O(G ) pA=1 gives rise to the decomposition of the variety X
into motives as follows:
X =(X, 2X)= 
A # O(G )
(X, pA)= 
A # O(G )
MA
We call this the motivic decomposition of X. In cohomology, this corresponds
to the decomposition
Hn(X)= H n(X)(A)= Hn(MA),
where H n(X)(A) is the part of the cohomology group fixed by the kernel
of a. The motivic decomposition commutes with cohomology functors with
various coefficients; the cohomology groups which are relevant to our
discussion here are the l-adic cohomology H*( , Ql (i)) for any prime l{ p,
and the Hodge cohomology H j ( , 0i).
If we decompose Hn(X)L according to the characters in G , so that
Hn(X)L= 
a # G
Hn(X)(a),
then we have
Hn(X)(A)=H n(X) & 
a # A
Hn(X)(a).
The Frobenius endomorphism 8 of X relative to k commutes with the
motivic decomposition. In particular, the polynomial Q(X, t) factors as
Q(X, t)= ‘
A # O(G )
Q(MA , t)
where, for A{[0],
Q(MA , t) := ‘
a # A
(1& j(a) t) # 1+tZ[t].
is the polynomial, not necessarily irreducible over Q, corresponding to the
Fermat motive MA , and for A=[0], Q(MA , t)=1&qn2t.
In the subsequent discussions, we shall be concerned only with Fermat
motives corresponding to characters a # Amn . The Betti numbers, Hodge
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numbers and slopes of MA are defined in the obvious way, and their values
can be computed analogously to those of X.
(2.6) Lemma (Cf. Shioda [5] and Gouve^a and Yui [1, 2].) Let MA be
a Fermat motive of degree m and dimension n corresponding to a # Amn .
(a) The Betti number Bi (MA) vanishes unless i=n in which case
Bn(MA)=dimQl H
n(MAk , Ql)=*A.
We have Bn(MA).(m), with equality when gcd(a, m)=gcd((a0 , a1 , ...,
an+1), m)=1 (hence in particular when m is prime). Moreover, Bn(X)=
A # O(G ) Bn(MA).
(b) The (i, j)-th Hodge number hi, j (MA) is non-zero only for pairs
(i, j) with i+ j=n, in which case
hi, j (MA) :=dimk H j (MA , 0i)=*[a # A | &a&=i].
Moreover, hi, j (X)=A # O(G ) hi, j (MA). The Hodge numbers of MA are defined
by
h0(MA)=h0, n(MA), h1(MA)=h1, n&1(MA), ..., hn(MA)=hn, 0(MA).
Furthermore, ni=0 h
i, n&i(MA)=Bn(MA).
The Hodge polygon of MA is the polygon in R2 obtained by joining successively
the line segments with slope i connecting the points ( i&1j=0 h
j,  i&1j=0 jh
j) and
( ij=0 h
j,  ij=0 jh
j) for each i, 0in.
(c) The Newton polygon of MA is the Newton polygon of the charac-
teristic polynomial Q(MA , t) # Zp[t] with respect to a p-adic valuation &
normalised by &(q)=1. The slopes of MA are given by [AH(a)f | a # A]
arranged in increasing order. If * occurs as a slope of MA , its multiplicity is
*[a | AH(a) f=*] which can assume any integer value from 0 to .(m).
(d) (Mazur [3]) The Newton polygon of MA lies above or on the
Hodge polygon of MA .
The net effect of this lemma is to say that we can, for all practical
purposes, identify the motive MA and the set A of characters to which it
corresponds. We will often specify A by giving one of the characters a # A,
since the others can be found by the action of (ZmZ)_.
3. FERMAT MOTIVES OF K3-TYPE
Here we shall define Fermat motives of K3-type and give several examples
of such motives. As we shall see below, the link between being ordinary
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and being of K3-type is much weaker at the motivic level. We begin with
the basic definitions.
(3.1) Definition. Let MA be a Fermat motive corresponding to a # Amn
of dimension n=2d and degree m over k=Fq .
(a) We say that MA is ordinary if its Newton polygon coincides with
its Hodge polygon.
(b) We say that MA is of K3-type if the polynomial Q(MA , tqd) is of
K3-type.
(c) We say that MA is supersingular if its Newton polygon is pure of
slope n2.
One sees immediately from the definition that no motive of K3-type can
be supersingular. See [1] for more on definitions (a) and (c), including
equivalent formulations.
(3.2) Examples. Here we give Fermat motives of K3-type. In these
examples we always have q= p#1(mod m), which implies that all our
motives are ordinary.
(a) Let (m, n)=(5, 6). Let q= p#1(mod 5). Let a=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
2, 2) # A56 . Then the Newton polygon of Q(MA , t) has slope sequence [1, 3, 5]
with multiplicity 1, 2, 1, respectively. Normalizing the slopes, we see that
Q(MA , tq3) is of K3-type. Therefore MA is both ordinary and of K3-type.
Now take another character a=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3) # A56 . Then the
Newton polygon of Q(MA , t) has slope sequence [1, 2, 4, 5]. So MA is
ordinary, but is not of K3-type, as the polynomial Q(MA , tq3) is not of
K3-type.
(b) Let (m, n)=(7, 6). Let q= p#1(mod 7). Let a=(1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
3, 3) # A76 . Then the Newton polygon of Q(MA , tq
3) has slope sequence
[1, 3, 5] with multiplicity 1, 4, 1, respectively. So MA is ordinary and of
K3-type.
Now take another character a=(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3) # A76 . Then the
Newton polygon of Q(MA , t) has slope sequence [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] with multi-
plicity 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, respectively. So MA is ordinary, but not of K3-type.
(c) Let (m, n)=(16, 4). Let q= p#1 (mod 16) (e.g., q= p=17).
Take a character a=(1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 8) # A164 . Then the Newton polygon of
Q(MA , t) has the slope sequence [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] with multiplicity 1, 1, 4, 1, 1. So
MA is not of K3-type. On the other hand, consider a=(2, 2, 2, 4, 8, 14) # A164 .
The slope sequence is [1, 2, 3] with multiplicity 1, 2, 1. Hence, MA is of
K3-type.
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(d) Let (m, n)=(8, 2). Let q= p#1 (mod 8) (e.g., q= p=17).
Consider the Fermat surface of degree 8 defined over Fp . Then there are
five classes of characters a # A82 . Of these, all except the one associated to
a=(1, 1, 3, 3) give rise to ordinary Fermat motives of K3-type. The charac-
teristic polynomial of the motive associated to a=(1, 1, 3, 3) is the square
of a polynomial of K3-type, and so this motive is the square of a motive
of K3-type. The characters and the characteristic polynomials Q(MA , t) are
as follows:
a B2(MA) Q(MA , t) Slopes
(1, 1, 1, 5) 4 1+22 } 3t+2 } 3 } 17t2+22 } 3 } 172 t3+174 t4 [0, 1(2), 2]
(1, 1, 2, 4) 4 1&22 } 3t+2 } 3 } 17t2&22 } 3 } 172 t3+174 t4 [0, 1(2), 2]
(1, 1, 3, 3) 4 (1&2t+172t2)2 [0, 2](2)
(1, 2, 2, 3) 4 1+22 } 3t+2 } 3 } 17t2+22 } 3 } 172 t3+174 t4 [0, 1(2), 2]
(2, 2, 2, 2) 2 1+2 } 3 } 5t+172t2 [0, 2]
In the table, we employ a shorter notation for slopes: for instance,
[0, 1(2), 2] stands for the slope sequence [0, 1, 1, 2], and [0, 2](2) for
[0, 2] with multiplicity 2. This convention will be in force in what follows.
The characters (1, 1, 1, 5) and (1, 2, 2, 3) yield isomorphic Fermat motives
over Fp . Over the quadratic extension Fp2 , the characters (1, 1, 1, 5),
(1, 2, 2, 3) and (1, 1, 2, 4) give rise to isomorphic Fermat motives.
(3.3) Remark. For composite m, there are K3-type Fermat motives MA
with slopes [&cp , cp] with length 1. The last line in the table above gives
an example. For another example, let (m, n)=(6, 2) and let a=(1, 1, 2, 2)
# A62 over k=Fp with p#1(mod m), which has normalised Newton slopes
[&1, 1] with multiplicity 1, 1. On the other hand, when m is prime every
motive has Betti number .(m), so this can only happen if m=3.
When m is composite, one also frequently sees cases where motives
decompose as a power of a motive of K3-type. The middle line in the table
above gives an example.
Being of K3-type is hereditary with respect to certain inductive structures
in the Fermat motives. We first recall the inductive structures underlying in
the set of Fermat motives (Gouve^a and Yui [1, 2]).
(3.4) Definition. (a) Consider the sets of characters
Amn ={a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an+1) }: ai #0 (mod m), ai0 (mod m) for every i= ,
Am0 =[(a, m&a) | a # ZmZ, a0 (mod m)],
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and Amn+2 . Define a map A
m
n _A
m
0 [ A
m
n+2 by concatenation of vectors
((a0 , a1 , ..., an+1), (a, m&a)) [ (a0 , a1 , ..., an+1 , a, m&a).
This map gives rise to a special case of the type I inductive structure. Any
character a~ # Amn+2 which is an image of this map is called an induced
character of type I.
(b) We can generalize the inductive structure described in (a).
Choose any r and s such that r+s=n; consider the map
Amr _A
m
s  A
m
n+2
given by concatenation:
((a0 , a1 , ..., ar+1), (b0 , b1 , ..., bs+1) [ (a0 , a1 , ..., ar+1 , b0 , b1 , ..., bs+1).
If a=(a0 , a1 , ..., ar+1) and b=(b0 , b1 , ..., bs+1), we denote their concatena-
tion by a V b. The inductive structure in (a) is the special case when r=n,
s=0.
(c) Another type of inductive structure is obtained as follows. Again,
let r and s be positive integers such that r+s=n. Define the set Amr, s
consisting of pairs of vectors of the form (b, d) # Amr+1 _A
m
s+1 such that
b=(b0 , b1 , ..., br+2), d=(d0 , d1 , ..., ds+2)
with br+2+ds+2 #0 (mod m).
(This notation deviates slightly from the one used in [1].) Then (b, d) #
Amr, s gives rise to a character in A
m
n+2 by concatenation after dropping the
last entry:
b*d :=(b0 , b1 , ..., br , br+1 , d0 , d1 , ..., ds , ds+1) # Amn+2 .
This map gives rise to the type II inductive structure. Any character a # Amn+2
which is an image of this map is called an induced character of type II with
respect to r and s.
The two inductive structures, together, give us a way of obtaining all
characters of dimension n+2 from characters of lower dimension. In fact,
if r+s=n there is a bijection
Amn+2 W A
m
r, s _ (A
m
r _A
m
s )
given by the two inductive structures.
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In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the special case r=n and s=0,
and get a bijection
Amn+2 W A
m
n, 0 _ (A
m
n _A
m
0 ).
The characters in Amn+2 can then be divided into those characters that are
in the image of Amn _A
m
0 (induced characters of type I) and those that are
in the image of Amn, 0 (induced characters of type II).
When considering the inductive structure, one can exploit the fact that
two characters that differ by a permutation of the ai give rise to isomorphic
motives. Hence any character (a0 , a1 , ..., an+3) of dimension n+2 such that
ai+aj=m for some i and j is isomorphic to an induced character of type I. For
such characters, it is often easy to reduce problems from dimension n+2 to
dimension n. Note, however, that there do exist characters which are not
of this type, i.e., that do not contain any pair of ai whose sum is m.
(3.5) Theorem. Being of K3-type is hereditary with respect to the type
I inductive structure in the Fermat motives. More precisely let MA be a
Fermat motive of dimension n=2d corresponding to a character a # Amn .
Suppose that MA is of K3-type. Then any Fermat motive MA corresponding
to a character a~ # Amn+2 obtained from a by type I induction (with r=n,
s=0) is again of K3-type.
Proof. The crucial point is that the Newton slopes of a and of a~ are
related in a very simple way. To be precise, if a~ # Amn+2 is type I induced
from a, then the slopes of the Newton polygon of the Fermat motive MA
increase by 1 from those of MA , while keeping the same multiplicity. This
increase is precisely counteracted by the fact that in one case we twist
by d, and in the other by d+1.
Suppose that MA is of K3-type. Then by the definition, the Newton
polygon of Q(MA , tqd) has slopes [&c, 0, c] for some c{0 with multi-
plicity 1, Bn(MA)&2, 1 respectively. Then the Newton polygon of the
polynomial Q(MA , tqd+1) has exactly the same slope sequence as that
of MA , which shows that MA is again of K3-type. K
(3.6) Remark. In the terminology of Zarhin [9], Theorem (3.5) may
be rephrased as follows: If Q(MA , tqd) is a q-admissible polynomial of
K3-type, then Q(MA , tqd+1) is a q-admissible polynomial of K3-type.
(3.7) Examples. (a) Let (m, n)=(5, 2d ). Assume that q= p and that
p#1 (mod 5). Let a=(1, 1, 1, 2) # A52 . Then MA is of K3-type, since the
Newton polygon of Q(MA , tq) has slope sequence [&1, 0, 1] with multi-
plicity 1, 2, 1, respectively. There are induced characters (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4)
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and (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3) # A54 of type I stemming from a=(1, 1, 1, 2). The corre-
sponding Fermat motives are again of K3-type, as Q(MA , tq2) has the
same Newton polygon as for MA . Continuing the inductive process, the
type I induced characters (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 4), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4), (1, 1, 1,
2, 2, 2, 3, 3) # A56 again all give rise to Fermat motives of K3-type.
(b) Let (m, n)=(7, 2d ). Assume that q= p and that p#1 (mod 7).
Let a=(1, 1, 2, 3) # A72 . Then the Newton polygon of Q(MA , tq) has slope
sequence [&1, 0, 1] with multiplicity 1, 4, 1, respectively. The type I induced
characters
(1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6), (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 5), (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4) # A74
again give rise to Fermat motives of K3-type. Further, continuing the
inductive process, we obtain type I induced characters
(1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6, 6), (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 6), (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5),
(1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6), (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5), (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4) # A76
and these again yield Fermat motives of K3-type.
Similarly, let a=(1, 1, 1, 4) # A72 . Then the Newton polygon of Q(MA , tq)
has the slope sequence [&1, 0, 1] with multiplicity 1, 4, 1, respectively.
There is a ‘‘tree’’ of type I induced characters:
(1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 6) # A74 ; (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 6, 6) # A
7
6 , ...,
(1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 5) # A74 ; (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6), (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, 5) # A
7
6 ; ...,
and
(1, 1, 1, 3, 4, 4) # A74 ; (1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 4, 4, 6), (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4),
(1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5) # A76
They all give rise to Fermat motives of K3-type.
(3.8) Remark. Zarhin has asked the following question: When the degree
m of the defining equation for the Fermat variety tends to infinity, does there
exist an infinite series of Fermat motives of K3-type?
The answer is ‘‘Yes’’. In fact, the type I inductive structure guarantees the
existence of an infinite sequence of Fermat motives of K3-type of increasing
dimension attached to every motive of K3-type.
(3.9) Remark. To consider the type II inductive structure, we cannot
use r=n and s=0, because that would involve working with motives of
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odd dimension, for which being of K3-type is not defined. So we consider
the general type II inductive structure instead. In this case, we see that
being of K3-type is not stable, as we can see in the following examples.
(1) Let m=5 and choose q= p#1 (mod 5). Let b=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
2, 2) # A56 and d=(4, 4, 4, 3) # A
5
2 . Then the Fermat motives corresponding
to b and d are both of K3-type. In fact, normalised slope sequences of Newton
polygons are given by [&2, 0, 2] with multiplicity 1, 2, 1, and [&1, 0, 1]
with multiplicity 1, 2, 1, respectively. The Fermat motive corresponding to
the character b*d is again of K3-type as its Newton polygon has a normalised
slope sequence [&1, 0, 1] with respective multiplicity 1, 2, 1.
(2) Let m=7 and choose q= p#1 (mod 7). Let b=(1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 6)
# A74 and d=(5, 5, 3, 1) # A
7
2 . Then the Fermat motives corresponding to
b and d are both of K3-type, as the normalised Newton polygons slopes are
given by [&1, 0, 1] with multiplicity 1, 4, 1, and 1, 4, 1, respectively. However,
the Fermat motive corresponding to b*d is not of K3-type. In fact, the
normalised Newton slope sequence is [&1, 0, 1] with respective multi-
plicity 2, 2, 2.
(3) Let m=7 and choose q= p#1 (mod 7). Let b=(1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 5)
# A74 and d=(3, 3, 6, 2) # A
7
2 . Then the Fermat motive corresponding to b
is not of K3-type; while that of d is of K3 type. (In fact, the normalised
Newton slopes are [&1, 0, 1] with multiplicity 2, 2, 2 and 1, 4, 1, respec-
tively.) However, the Fermat motive corresponding to b*d is of K3-type,
as the normalised Newton slope sequence is [&1, 0, 1] with respective
multiplicity 1, 4, 1.
4. THE TATE CONJECTURE FOR POWERS OF
FERMAT MOTIVES OF K3-TYPE
Let MA be a motive of K3-type corresponding to a character a # Amn of
degree m and dimension n=2d over a finite field k=Fq . In order for MA
to yield a class of algebraic cycles, Q(MA , tqd) must have all the Newton
slopes equal to 1. Of course, this is not the case for K3-type motives. Thus,
a Fermat motive of K3-type gives rise to transcendental cycles, and hence
the Tate conjecture is trivially true for it.
However, it is easily seen that the property of being of K3-type is not
preserved when we take powers of motives. In fact, powers of K3-type
motives do give rise to classes of algebraic cycles. Therefore, it is of interest
to establish the validity of the Tate conjecture for powers of Fermat
motives of K3-type. For this, we follow Zarhin’s work.
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(4.1) Proposition. Let MA be a Fermat motive of K3-type over k corre-
sponding to a # Amn with n=2d. Then the following assertions hold.
(a) The polynomial Q(MA , tqd) is irreducible over Q. In particular, all
of its roots are simple roots.
(b) Let r be any natural number 1, and consider the r-th power of MA .
Then the polynomial Q(MrA , tq
rd) is highly reducible over Q, and it always
has a Q-irreducible factor of K3-type.
Proof. (a) Since we know Q(MA , t) is not supersingular, none of its
roots can be of the form ‘qd where ‘ is a root of unity. Since Q(MA , tqd )
is q-admissible, the conclusion follows formally from Zarhin’s argument
in [9].
(b) First we will prove the assertion for r=2. Then the characteristic
polynomial Q(M2A , t) of the self-product M
2
A has degree Bn(MA)
2 and its
reciprocal roots are [:i:j | i, j=1, ..., Bn(MA)] where :i are the reciprocal
roots of Q(MA , t). Since the set of roots is closed under complex conjugation
and :i:i=q2d, the reciprocal roots of Q(M2A , t) can be written in the form
q2d(:i :j ). In particular, we see immediately that Q(M2A , tq
2d) contains the
factor (1&t) with multiplicity Bn(MA) (this corresponds to the classes of
algebraic cycles of codimension 2d on M2A). On the other hand, there is a
unique reciprocal root : of Q(MA , t) with &(:)=0 (since MA is of K3-type).
So Q(M2A , t) contains an Q-irreducible factor which is the minimal polyno-
mial of :2. We see that this polynomial is of K3-type as the normalised
Newton slope sequence is [&d, 0, d] with multiplicity 1, Bn(MA)&2, 1,
respectively.
For r>2, the assertion holds by induction, as in [9]. K
(4.2) Examples. (a) Let (m, n)=(12, 2) and let q= p=13. Let
a=(1, 2, 3, 6) # A122 . Then MA is a Fermat motive of K3-type correspond-
ing to transcendental cycles of dimension 4, and
Q(MA , t)=1&23t&2 } 3 } 13t2&23132t3+134t4
is irreducible over Q. The Newton slope sequence of Q(MA , t13) is [&1, 0, 1]
with respective multiplicity 1, 2, 1. The self-product M2A has the characteristic
polynomial Q(M2A , t) with normalised Newton slope sequence [&2, &1,
0, 1, 2], and it cannot be a motive of K3-type. However, Q(M2A , t) contains
a factor of K3-type. In our case, the factor of K3-type is
1&2 } 5 } 11t+2 } 3 } 132 } 41t2&2 } 5 } 11 } 134t3+138t4.
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(b) Let (m, n)=(20, 2) and let q= p=41. Let a=(1, 4, 5, 10). Then
MA is a Fermat motive of K3-type giving rise to the class of transcendental
cycles of dimension 8, and
Q(MA , t)=1&235t&2441t2+235 } 412t3&2 } 17 } 413t4
+235 } 414t5&24415t6&235 } 416t7+418t8
is irreducible over Q. The normalised Newton slope sequence is [&1, 0, 1]
with multiplicity 1, 6, 1. The characteristic polynomial Q(M2A , t) of the self-
product of MA has the normalised Newton slope sequence [&2, &1, 0, 1, 2],
and hence it is no longer of K3-type. However, it contains a factor of K3-type:
1&25 } 7 } 13t+22 } 412 } 167t2+25 } 414 } 43t3&2 } 5 } 416 } 137t4
&25 } 418 } 43t5+22 } 4110 } 167t6&25 } 7 } 13 } 4112t7+4116t8.
(c) Now let (m, n)=(10, 4) and a=(1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2). Let q= p=41.
This character cannot be obtained from dimension 2 motives by the type
I inductive structure. MA is a Fermat motive of K3-type. Indeed, the
characteristic polynomial of MA is given by
Q(MA , t)=1&101t&3 } 112t2&101 } 114t3+118t4
and the Newton slope sequence of Q(MA , tq2) is [&2, 0, 2] with multi-
plicity 1, 2, 1, respectively. We see that the self-product M2A is no longer of
K3-type, but Q(M2A , t) contains an irreducible factor of K3-type:
1&41 } 479t+3 } 114 } 3467t2&118 } 41 } 479t3+1116t4,
with the normalised Newton slope sequence [&4, 0(2), 4].
(4.3) Theorem. Let MA be a Fermat motive of K3-type over k=Fq
corresponding to a character a # Amn with n=2d. Then the Tate conjecture
holds true for the self-product M2A . In particular, M
2
A has exactly Bn(MA)
classes of algebraic cycles over k.
Proof. We essentially apply the argument of Zarhin [10] to motives.
Consider the Ku nneth decomposition
H2n(MAk _MAk , Ql)(n)=
2n
i=0
H2n&i (MAk , Ql)(n)H
i (MAk , Ql)
of the n-twisted middle l-adic cohomology group of the self-product M2A=
MA _MA of MA k . The Ku nneth decomposition is G(k)-invariant. Now by
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Lemma (2.6)(a), all the cohomology groups vanish with the exception of
i=n so that the Ku nneth decomposition simply reads as
H 2n(MA k _MA k , Ql)(n)=H
n(MAk , Q l)(n)H
n(MA k , Ql)
$H2d (MA k , Q l)(d )H
2d (MAk , Ql)(d ).
Then by Zarhin [10], Theorem 4.4, we see that
(Hn(MAk , Ql)(n)H
n(MA k , Ql))
G(k)
/H2d (MA k , Ql)(d )H
2d (MA k , Q l)(d )
is generated as a Ql -vector space by the cohomology classes
(H2d (MA k , Ql)(d ))
G(k)  (H 2d (MAk , Ql)(d ))
G(k) and classes of the graphs of
the Frobenius endomorphism on MA . But the hypothesis that MA is of K3-
type implies that there are no algebraic cycles of codimension d on MA , so
that (H2d (MA k , Ql)(d ))
G(k) is empty. Consequently, the G(k)-invariant sub-
space of H2n(MAk _MAk , Q l)(d ) is generated by the classes of graphs of the
Frobenius alone, and its dimension is nothing but the multiplicity of
reciprocal roots of Q(M2A , tq
2d) which are equal to 1. K
(4.4) Example. Let (m, n)=(10, 2) and q= p=11. There are four
K3-type motives in the Fermat surface of degree 10, and two Fermat
motives which are not of K3-type. The characters and the characteristic
polynomials of MA are listed as follows:
a B2(MA) Q(MA , t) Slopes Remark
(1, 1, 2, 6) 4 1&t&11 } 19t2&112 t3+114 t4 [0, 1(2), 2] K3
(1, 1, 3, 5) 4 1+31t+11 } 41t2+31 } 112 t3+114t4 [0, 1(2), 2] K3
(1, 2, 2, 5) 4 1+22 t&2 } 37t2+22112 t3+114t4 [0, 1(2), 2] K3
(1, 2, 3, 4) 4 1&24 t+2 } 11 } 13t2&24112 t3+114 t4 [0, 1(2), 2] K3
(2, 2, 2, 4) 4 1+31t+11 } 41t2+31 } 113 t3+114 t4 [0, 1(2), 2] K3
(1, 1, 1, 7) 4 1&19t+7 } 43t2&19 } 112t3+114 t4 [0(2), 2(2)] not K3
(1, 1, 4, 4) 4 1+22 t&2 } 37t2+22 } 112 t3+114 t4 [0(2), 2(2)] not K3
We consider the self-product of Fermat motives of K3-type in the above
table. For the self-product of Fermat motive MA corresponding to a character
a # A102 , the characteristic polynomial Q(M
2
A , t) has degree B2(MA)
2=42, and
it is reducible over Q. Indeed, it is of the form
Q(M2A , t)=(1&11
2t)4 } Q1(t) } Q(t)2
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where both Q1 and Q2 are irreducible polynomials of degree 4 over Q, and
one of these is of K3-type. These polynomials and their Newton slope
sequences are computed for
(I) the K3-type motives corresponding to characters a=(1, 1, 2, 6);
(1, 1, 3, 5); (1, 2, 2, 5); (1, 2, 3, 4), and for
(II) the non K3-type motives corresponding to a=(1, 1, 1, 7); (1, 1, 4, 4).
(I) For each characters a giving rise to K3-type motive, Q1(t) is a
polynomial of K3-type, while Q2(t) is not.
(Ia) For a=(1, 1, 2, 6),
Ql (t)=1&419t+112 } 601t2&419 } 114t3+118t4 with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Q2(t)=1+11 } 41t+112 } 661t2+115 } 41t3+118t4 with slopes [1, 3](2)
(Ib) For a=(1, 1, 3, 5),
Q1(t)=1&59t+112t2&114 } 59t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Q2(t)=1&11 } 19t+7 } 112 } 43t2&115 } 19t3+118t4
with slopes [1, 3](2)
(Ic) For a=(1, 2, 2, 5),
Q1(t)=1+101t&3 } 112 } 13t2+101 } 114t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Q2(t)=1+11t+3 } 112 } 47t2+115t3+118t4
with slopes [1, 3](2)
(Id) For a=(1, 2, 3, 4),
Ql (t)=1+22 } 79t+2 } 7 } 112t2&22 } 114 } 79t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Q2(t)=1&22 } 11t&2 } 112 } 37t2&22 } 115t3+118t4
with slopes [1, 3](2)
(II) For the characters a not giving rise to K3-type motives, Q1(t) is
not of K3-type, however, Q2(t) becomes of K3-type.
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(IIa) For a=(1, 1, 1, 7),
Q1(t)=1+241t+17 } 1913t2+114 } 241t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 1, 3, 4]
Q2(t)=1&59t+112t2&114 } 59t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Notice that Q2(t) is the same as Q1(t) in (Ib).
(IIb) For a=(1, 1, 4, 4),
Ql (t)=1&22 } 41t+2 } 15443t2&22 } 114 } 41t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 1, 3, 4]
Q2(t)=1+22 } 79t+2 } 7 } 112 } 29t2+22 } 114 } 79t3+118t4
with slopes [0, 2(2), 4]
Notice that Q2(t) is the same as Q1(t) in (Id).
(4.5) Theorem. Let MA be as in Theorem (4.3). Then for any natural
number r2, the Tate conjecture is true for MrA .
Proof. The point here is that the proofs of Theorem 6.1(ii) and Corollary
6.1.1 of Zarhin [10] work in our context. Note that there are no classes of
algebraic cycles nor effective 0-cycles on MA . This means that the classes of
algebraic cycles on the r-th product of MA can be represented as a linear
combination of products of pullbacks of the classes of algebraic cycles on
M2A with respect to the projection maps M
r
A  M
2
A . K
5. BRAUER NUMBERS OF FERMAT MOTIVES OF K3-TYPE
Let MA be a Fermat motive of K3-type corresponding to a character
a # Amn with n=2d over k=Fq . We recall the definition of the integer w(r)
from Gouve^a and Yui [1,2] and Yui [7] for MA . For any natural number
r, 0rd, let
w(r)=rh0, n+(r&1) h1, n&1+ } } } +hr&1, n&r+1
where hij denote the (i, j)-th Hodge number of MA in Lemma (2.6)(b).
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(5.1) Lemma. Let MA be an ordinary Fermat motive of K3-type corre-
sponding to a character a # Amn with n=2d over k=Fq . Then there is a
unique integer i, 0id for which hi, n&i (=hn&i, i)=1 and h j, n& j=0
for all j{i, d. For j=d, hd, d=Bn(MA)&2. Therefore, for any integer r,
0rd, we have
w(r)=(r&i) hi, n&i+ } } } +hr&1, n&r+1.
Proof. As MA is ordinary, the Newton slope sequence coincides with
the Hodge slope sequence. Since MA is of K3-type, the normalised Newton
slope sequence is [&cp , 0, cp] with length cp=1. Hence h i, n&i=1 for a
unique integer i, 0id, and for all other j{i, d, h j, n& j=0. By the
duality, hn&i, i=1. Further, hd, d=Bn(MA)&2. The assertion on w(r) then
follows from these calculations immediately. K
We shall compute the norm
NormLQ(1& j(a)qr) for r, 0rd
for characters a giving rise to K3-type motives. In Gouve^a and Yui [1, 2],
Miki [4], Shioda [5] and Yui [7], the norms were computed for (twisted)
Fermat motives of odd prime degree. Further Gouve^a and Yui [1] made
some observations on the norms in the cases of odd prime power degree, and
of composite degree. In the cases of odd prime degree m, Miki [4] proved the
conjecture (1.9) of Gouve^a and Yui [1] on the m-part of the norms.
Here shall try to extend the earlier results to Fermat motives of K3-type
of even composite degree (cf. Conjecture (5.3) below).
(5.2) Theorem. Let MA be a Fermat motive of K3 type corresponding to
a character a # Amn with m3 and n=2d over k=Fq . Assume that q= p#1
(mod m). Then for any natural number r, 0rd,
Norm \1&j(a)qr +=
B (r)
qw(r)
where B (r) is a positive integer (not necessarily prime to mp), such that
B (r)=B (n&r).
In particular, for r=d, B (d ) is a square up to prime factors of m.
Proof. The hypothesis q= p#1 (mod m) implies that MA is ordinary.
So we are looking at Fermat motives MA which are both ordinary and of
K3 type.
First, note that B (r)=qw(r)Q(MA , q&r), and that Q(MA , t) is the charac-
teristic polynomial of the l-adic (resp. p-adic) representation of the Frobenius
endomorphism 8 on the l-adic (resp. p-adic) cohomology groups. So the
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Poincare dualities on these cohomology groups give rise to the equality
B (r)=B (n&r) for any r, 0rd. (Cf. Proposition 6.4 in Gouve^a and
Yui [1].)
Secondly, the exponent of q in the norm is deduced from the slopes of
the Newton polygon of MA as in Gouve^a and Yui [1] and Yui [7]; indeed
the exponent of q is nothing but w(r), which is computed in Lemma (5.1).
Now consider B (d ). If l is a prime such that (l, mp)=1, then ordl B (d )
is even. This follows from Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 6.11 in Gouve^a
and Yui [1]. Similarly, if p divides B (d ), then ordp B (d ) is even by
Proposition 6.9 and Theorem 6.11 in Gouve^a and Yui [1]. K
(5.3) Conjecture. The hypothesis and the notation of Theorem (5.2)
remain in force. Then prime factors of B (d ) have the following properties:
(a) the prime-to-mp part: if l be an odd prime {3 such that (l, mp)=1,
and l2&B (d ), then l#\1(mod m). If l=3 such that 3 |% mp, then ord3B (d )
is even.
(b) the m-part: if m0 is an odd prime factor of m such that m0 {3 and
m0 | B (d ), then ordm0 B (d ) is odd.
If 2 | B (d ), then ord2B (d ) is even.
We have some computational data in support of the above conjecture.
(5.4) Observations and Remarks
(a) the prime-to-mp-part: that primes l{3 satisfy the congruence
l#\1(mod m) whenever l2&B (d) in (5.3)(a) is valid by the same reasoning
as given in Remark 6.14 of Gouve^a and Yui [1]. If l3 | B (d ), we have no
idea about what l is.
(b) the prime 2: In even composite degree, we have observed that if
B (d ) is divisible by 2, then it is divisible by an even power of 2.
(c) The prime 3: Consider the cases when 3 divides B (d ). The prime
3 seems to have particularly eratic properties. Indeed, the computational
data, we observe that
if 3 | m, then an odd power of 3 divides B (d ), and
if 3 |% m, then an even power of 3 divides B (d ).
We have at no explanation for this phenomenon.
(d) An odd prime factor {3 of m: When an odd prime factor of m
different from 3 divides B (d), we observe that its odd power does. (Cf.
Example (5.5) (b) with m=14 and a=(1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 11).) Again we have no
explanation for this phenomenon.
(e) We may call the number B (d) the ‘‘Brauer number’’ of the motive MA .
(See Gouve^a and Yui [1], Definition 6.12. This terminology was suggested
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to us by Barry Mazur.) In fact, B (d) should be closely related to the actual
order of the Brauer group Brd (MA) in the event that it existence is established.
Indeed, the Brauer numbers B (d) ought to be interpreted geometrically
in connection with the conjecture of Lichtenbaum and Milne as in Gouve^a
and Yui [1] for these Fermat motives of composite degree.
(5.5) Examples. (a) Here we shall compute the norms for K3-type
motives arising from weighted diagonal K3 surfaces. For these K3-type
motives, we can compute that w(0)=0, w(1)=1 and w(2)=B2(MA). We
list in the table below the numbers
B (r)=qw(r) } NormLQ(1& j(a)qr) for r=0, 1.
Note that B (2)=B (0). Observe that B (1) is a square, except for the one
case m=6, a=(1, 1, 1, 3) where an odd power of 3 occurs.
We also observe that all primes dividing B (0) with exponent 1 are of the
form \1(mod m), except for small primes, e.g., 2, 3.
m a q=p B2(MA) B (0) B (1)
42 (1, 6, 14, 21) 43 12 40339453659974532043 432
30 (2, 3, 10, 15) 31 8 29191 } 30939841 292
24 (1, 3, 8, 12) 73 8 22 } 12089761 } 16253689 22
20 (1, 4, 5, 10) 41 8 24 } 14081 } 34590841 24
18 (1, 2, 6, 9) 19 6 37 } 988849 1
12 (1, 1, 4, 6) 13 4 23917 1
12 (1, 2, 3, 6) 13 4 22 } 6781 22
12 (1, 3, 4, 4) 13 4 25357 1
12 (2, 3, 3, 4) 13 4 26 } 13 } 37 26
10 (1, 2, 2, 5) 11 4 17191 34
8 (1, 1, 2, 4) 17 4 24 } 5009 24
6 (1, 1, 2, 2) 7 2 22 } 13 24
6 (1, 1, 1, 3) 7 2 32 } 7 33
4 (1, 1, 1, 1) 5 2 25 24
(b) We shall compute the norms for Fermat motives of K3-type aris-
ing from Fermat fourfolds. We know that w(0)=0 and w(4)=2B4(MA) for
each of these K3-type motives. We tabulate the numbers w(r) for r=1, 2, 3,
and B (r) appearing in
B (r)=qw(r) } NormLQ(1& j(a)qr) for r=0, 1, 2.
Note that B (3)=B (1) and B (4)=B (0). Observe that in each case, the
prime divisors of B (2) are subject to Proposition (5.2) and confirm the
conjectural statements given in (5.3).
Again we observe that the primes dividing B (0) and B (1) with exponent
1 are all of the form \1 (mod m), except for small prime divisors of m.
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6. REMARKS
Suppose X is a variety of K3-type. Then its characteristic polynomial must
have (normalized) slope sequence of the form [&cp , cp] or [&cp , 0(V), cp],
where (V) indicates some multiplicity. This immediately implies (see
Remark (6.4)) that the motivic decomposition of X includes at most one
motive of K3-type (and in that case the rest of the motives are all super-
singular). Thus, while motives of K3-type might occur in varieties of K3-type,
they are more abundant in other situations. In particular, the situation where
all motives are either of K3-type or supersingular seems especially interesting.
In this section, we give examples of both situations: Fermat varieties of
K3-type and Fermat varieties all of whose non-supersingular motives are of
K3-type.
(6.1) Example. We first look for Fermat varieties X of K3-type. Of
course, this will happen when X is a K3 surface, i.e., n=2 and m=4. In
general, let X=Xm2d be the Fermat variety of degree m and dimension n=2d
over k=Fq . Then the geometric genus of X is pg(X)=( m&1n+1 ). A necessary
condition for X to be of K3-type is pg(X)=1. This is a very restrictive
condition. The pairs of degree m and dimension n=2d which may give rise
to K3-type Fermat varieties are [(n+2, n) | n=2d, d1]. For a fixed n=2d,
the only possible example of K3-type Fermat variety is
X: X n+20 +X
n+2
1 + } } } +X
n+2
n+1=0/P
n.
In most cases, however, this variety is not of K3-type. For example,
consider the Fermat variety X of degree m=6 and dimension n=4 over F7 .
Since 7#1(mod 6), X is ordinary and every motive is ordinary. In this
case, one Fermat motive has the slope sequence [0, 4] and all the remain-
ing ones [1, 3]. In particular, all of these motives are of K3-type. However,
since the decomposition includes more than one non-supersingular motive
of K3-type, X is not of K3-type.
(6.2) Example. Our discussion in (6.1) yielded an example of a variety
all of whose non-supersingular motives are of K3-type. Here is another.
Let X be the Fermat surface of degree 12 over k=F13 . Then Fermat
motives which are not supersingular are all of K3-type. In fact, all of these
Fermat motives have the slope sequences [0, 1(2), 2] or [0, 2]. However,
X itself is not of K3-type; in fact, the geometric genus is 165.
(6.3) Remark. Let X be a Fermat variety of degree m and dimension
n=2d over Fq such that all non-supersingular Fermat motives are of
K3-type. Zarhin has predicted that the Tate conjecture should hold for all
powers of such a Fermat variety.
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(6.4) Remark. Let Y be a smooth projective variety of dimension n=2d2
over k=Fq . Suppose that Y has a motivic decomposition Y=M. This
corresponds to the factorization of the characteristic polynomial PY, [d](t)
into the product of motivic characteristic polynomials:
PY, [d](t)=‘ PM, [d](t).
Now the slopes of the Newton polygon of PY, [d](t) are obtained by putting
together the slopes of the motivic characteristic polynomials.
Now suppose that Y is of K3 type of dimension n>2. Then the
normalized Newton slope sequence of PY, [d](t) is given by
[&cp , 0(Bn(Y )&2), cp].
Then it follows that Y has at most one motive M of K3 type, and all the
other motives will be supersingular.
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